

#620. Dictionary Catalog of the Music Collection, New York Public Library.

#628. Repertoire International des Sources Musicales/International Inventory of Musical Sources. [RISM]

Series A, Works Appearing Under the Name of an Individual Composer. 1971-.
A/I, Single Print Sources before 1800. 9 volumes, 2 supplements.
A/II: locates and catalogs musical manuscripts, single and collective, from 1600-1800 in European libraries. On Cd-Rom.
E.g., RISM Series B IV 1: Manuscripts of Polyphonic Music, 11th-Early 14th Century
E.g., RISM B VI, Bibliography of writings on music printed before 1800 with location symbols to holdings in European and American libraries.
E.g.: RISM Series B VIII: catalog of German hymns

Series C, Directory of Music Research Libraries. 5 volumes.

FAL REF INDEX TABLES ML 136 N5 N5732
#631. The Music Index. 1949-. FAL REF ML 118 M84 [UTLOL]


#633. Repertoire international de litterature musicale / International Repertory of Music Literature / Internationales Repertorium der Musikliteratur. RILM Abstracts of Music Literature. FAL REF ML 1 I83 [UTLOL]


Sets & Monuments of Music: A Bibliography. FAL REF INDEX TABLES ML 113
H55

#640n. Heyer, Anna H. Historical Sets, Collected Editions, and Monuments of
Music. FAL REF/INDEX TABLE/ PCL STX ML 113 H52

#644. Music-in-Print Series.
1988 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 V7 E78
1992 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 V7 E78
1996 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 V7 E78
Master Index, 1992. FAL REF ML 128 V7 E78
Master Index, 1996. FAL REF ML 128 V7 E783
Arranger Index, 1987. FAL REF ML 128 V7 E7837

1991 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 V7 D3
1993 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 V7 D3
1996 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 V7 D3
Master Index, 1993. FAL REF ML 128 V7 D33
Master Index, 1996. FAL REF ML 128 V7 D33

. 1990 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 O6 F7
1997 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 O6 F7

Vol. 4. Classical Vocal Music. FAL REF ML 128 V7 N335
1985 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 V7 N335
1995 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 V7 N3335
Master Index, 1995. FAL REF ML 128 V7 N335

Vol. 5. Orchestral Music. FAL REF ML 128 O5 F33
1983 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 O5 F33
1994 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 O5 F33
1999 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 O5 F33
Educational Section, 1978. FAL REF ML 128 S25 F37
Master Index, 1994. FAL REF ML 128 O5 F3336
Master Index, 1999. FAL REF ML 128 O5 F3336

1984 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 S7 F4
1988 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 S7 F4

Vol. 7. Classical Guitar Music. FAL REF ML 128 G8 J36
1998 Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 G8 J36

Vol. 8. Woodwind Music. FAL REF ML 128 W5 P48

Master Composer Index. FAL REF ML 118 N33 M975

Master Title Index. FAL REF ML 128 M72 M87

Music in Print Annual Supplement. FAL REF ML 128 M72 M8

#659. A Dictionary of Opera and Song Themes, Including Cantatas, Oratorios, Lieder, and Art Songs. FAL REF ML 128 V7 B3
#661. Brook, Barry S. Thematic Catalogues in Music: An Annotated Bibliography. FAL REF ML 113 B86


#671. Sadie, Stanley, ed. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. PCL REF ML 100 G8863


#680. Musical America: International Directory of the Performing Arts. FAL READY REF ML12 M88 Check also the version on UTLOL

#681. The Schirmer Guide to Schools of Music and Conservatories Throughout the World. FAL REF ML 12 U8


#701. Enciclopedia della musica. Milan: Rizzoli, 1972. FAL REF ML 100 E45


#734. Shapiro, Nat and Bruce Pollock, eds. Popular Music, 1920-1979: A Revised Cumulation. FAL REF/PCL REF ML 120 U5 S5
Note: Don't forget to check the companion/supplement volumes.
#735. Havlice, Patricia P. Popular Song Index. FAL REF/PCL REF ML 128 S3 H4

#736. Sears, Minnie E. Song Index. FAL REF/ PCL REF ML 128 S3 S31
Also, Song Index Supplement, 1934


#775. The Broadway Song Companion: An Annotated Guide to Musical Theatre Literature by Voice Type and Song Style. FAL REF ML 128 M78 D48

#776. Green, Stanley. Encyclopaedia of the Musical Theatre. FAL REF/ PCL REF ML 102 M88 G7


OTHER SOURCES:


8. Phonolog Reporter. San Diego, CA: Trade Services Pubs. Located near the public access computing stations in FAL


